Pharmacodynamic monitoring of molecular-targeted agents in the peripheral blood of leukemia patients using flow cytometry.
The introduction of specific, molecular-targeted drugs is radically changing cancer treatment. Pharmacodynamics, which measures drug effects on the host, is key during early-phase clinical trials of novel agents to determine the relations between drug dose and target inhibition as well as measure the downstream effects of target inhibition on the cancer. In this article, we describe the application of flow cytometry to the pharmacodynamic monitoring of molecular-targeted agents in leukemia patients. The methods are based on current clinical flow-cytometry applications, with the addition of phosphospecific antibodies to measure the activation states of intracellular signaling elements and the introduction of techniques that maintain drug-target equilibrium during sample preparation. Using this approach, we successfully showed dose-dependent inhibition of c-Kit during a phase I clinical trial treating acute leukemia patients with the novel agent sorafenib. Further refinements identify considerable interpatient variation in signaling activity within leukemic blast populations, suggesting that an individualized approach to treatment based on flow cytometric monitoring might be advantageous. Improvements in sample turnaround offer the potential to introduce real-time pharmacodynamic monitoring during early-phase clinical trials.